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SIMS’ scientists shine at Eureka Awards

The Australian Museum Eureka Prizes were established in 1990 to reward outstanding achievements in Australian science and science
communication. Dubbed the Oscars of Science, they are Australia’s most comprehensive national science awards.

Professor David Raftos
Eureka Prize for Rural Innovation
Professor Raftos works with the Australian oyster industry, finding solutions to
increasing problems due to disease and environmental stress. His research has led to
the most comprehensive understanding of disease resistance in oysters worldwide.
Disease can wipe out an oyster population in a single day, which can mean ruin for
small oyster farmers and hurt for the surrounding rural communities. Now, research
by Professor Raftos and his team promises disease protection for entire populations
of oysters. Working with oyster farmers along Australia’s east coast, they have already
helped breed stronger, more disease-resistant oysters that promise a 10 to 20 per cent
increase in yield for this $200 million industry. Professor Raftos is also Chair of
SIMS’ Scientific Advisory Committee.
Professor David Raftos (at right) receiving his Eureka Award.
Australian Museum Eureka Prizes Photographer: Daniel O’Doherty.

Professor Emma Johnston
Eureka Prize for Promoting Understanding of
Australian Science Research
Professor Emma Johnston is Director of SIMS’ Sydney Harbour Research Program
and a leading authority in the field of coastal ecology. She describes Sydney Harbour
as her laboratory. It’s a laboratory that bears the impacts of five million people
living nearby, not to mention a century of industry. Through a broad range of
influential leadership, outreach and advocacy initiatives – from internationally
broadcast television series to grass-roots community activities – Professor Johnston
has been instrumental in promoting research and greater understanding of Australia’s
fragile marine environment.
Professor Emma Johnston (at left) receiving her Eureka Award.
Australian Museum Eureka Prizes Photographer: Daniel O’Doherty.

Emerald Dinner - book now for a superb evening

Email: foundation@sims.org.au
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Fantasea Harbour Hike
Fabulous weather for the 2015 Fantasea Harbour Hike and bouquets all
round from the hikers. This year, the finish line was adjacent to SIMS’
Discovery Centre and the Ian Potter Research Aquarium. Scientists had
extensive displays of their research and the lawns of the parade ground
above were the perfect setting for something to eat and drink after the
hike.
We are most grateful to our major sponsor, Fantasea Cruising Sydney.
We also wish to thank all of our other sponsors and partners, NSW
National Parks & Wildlife Services, Fairfax Media, North Sydney
Council, Sydney Harbour Federation Trust and the NSW Police. A
huge shout out also goes to all of the scientists from SIMS and NSW
Department of Primary Industries, SIMS’ staff, the volunteers and all of
the food and drink vendors who joined us on the day. A big thanks also
to Lyndel, Janet and Sophie who managed the event so well.
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Finish line and marquee for the science displays adjacent to
the Discovery Centre and Ian Potter Research Aquarium.
SIMS’ scientist, Dr. Emma Thompson, demonstrating
how to extract haemolymph (blood) from an oyster.
At the end of the day, hikers enjoyed a free ferry ride back to
Kirribilli, courtesy of Fantasea Cruising Sydney.
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Hikers enjoying the walk along the harbour.
NSW Department of Primary Industries scientist
Dr. Julian Hughes, demonstrating how to tell the age of a fish.
Festival stalls on the parade ground at Chowder Bay.
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Generous support for the Emerald Dinner
Southern Ocean Lodge - absolute luxury on Kangaroo Island

Baillie Lodges invites you to step into another world. Timeless
in design, the clifftop retreat blends pristine nature, superb fine
dining and a personalised itinerary of exhilarating experiences
to create a very real sense of place. Utter isolation is perhaps
the biggest drawcard: the air is pure, the land is rugged and
the native wildlife brings even the most committed urbanite
closer to Mother Nature.

The prize includes 2 nights in a luxurious Flinders Suite, all
dining, bar with premium beverages, signature experiences
and island airport transfers. Valid for redemption until
31/3/2016 (but excluding December, January and Easter).
Airfares not included.

Lizard Island Resort - the jewel of the tropics

Delaware North Companies Parks & Resorts have once again
donated this magnificent prize to be auctioned at our Emerald
Dinner. Lizard Island Resort is an indulgent retreat offering
sensational diving, snorkelling right off the beach and superb
dining set amongst pristine white sands and clear blue waters.
The image above shows the beach in front of the resort.
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The prize includes 2 nights in a garden room, gourmet meals,
non-alcoholic beverages and selected fine Australian and New
Zealand wines, beer, spirits and champagne, picnic hampers,
use of non-motorised water sports and motorised dinghies.
Return scheduled flights between Cairns and Lizard Island
also are included.
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Elephant seals at Harbour Hike
One of the most fascinating displays at Harbour Hike was the stand
that showed how elephant seals are helping us to understand what
is happening in the Antarctic. Professor Robert Harcourt and Dr.
Clive McMahon have spent many years working with elephant seals
and other marine mammals in the Antarctic and they were happy
to talk about their work.
By carrying small data loggers that transmit information to satellites,
seals have become the new marine scientists. They are telling us
not only what they are doing as they swim over the horizon, but
how the oceans are changing. And they are very, very good- they
go places we cannot and they return with extraordinary information
that is revolutionising our understanding of the oceans.
As seals are mammals, like us they must surface to breathe and when
they surface they can transmit information to satellites. Because
Weddell seals inhabit the fast-ice, as they swim up and down below
the ice they can collect high quality oceanographic information on Elephant seal with satellite data logger attached.
the structure of the water column, right through autumn and winter Photo: Clive McMahon
into early spring.
The seals have altered our understanding of the Southern
The IMOS Seals as Oceanographers Program is part of the Australian Ocean (the ocean around Antarctica) and its influence on
government’s Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS) and the world’s climate. The Southern Ocean in many senses
has been collecting data with seals since 2008. In collaboration drives oceanic circulation. As sea ice forms it releases salt
with French, American, British, Norwegian and now New Zealand and high salinity cold water masses are created. High
programs, these seals now collect over 70% of oceanographic profiles salinity, combined with cold means that these masses are
heavy and dense and so they sink from the surface carrying
below 60°S.
oxygen and carbon dioxide deep into the ocean. This
ventilates the deep ocean allowing life to exist there. For
this reason the Southern Ocean has been called the ‘lungs
of the sea’.
Seals with tags have discovered new sources of this highly
oxygenated, cold, dense water, Antarctic Bottom Water,
and provided new information on how sea ice forms,
greatly improving our models of the Southern Ocean and
its influence on climate.
IMOS display of the tracks made by seals with data loggers attached.
More than 65,000 profiles were collected over the period 2007 - 2013 and the
program is on-going. Photo: IMOS data portal

Brian Skerry at Sydney Opera House
Brian Skerry was Guest of Honour and Emerald Award recipient at the
2012 Emerald Dinner. Many of the guests said that his talk was one of
the best they had ever heard. Now Brian is back in Sydney and giving
one show only: 2.00 pm on 17th October.
Dive deep into the world’s oceans with one of National Geographic’s
most seasoned explorers. Watch as Brian Skerry’s images illuminate
the vast, hidden world beneath the waves. Join him live on stage for
an intimate look at dolphins’ intelligence, hang out with the enigmatic
manatee and explore the ocean in search of the first photos of Atlantic
bluefin tuna in the wild.
As a friend of the Sydney Institute of Marine Science you can enjoy 20%
off. Book now at:
https://www.sydneyoperahouse.com/tickets/reserveticket.aspx?producti
onnumber=111020&esc=ngl20
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Bringing back the oysters - research is producing the goods
OYSTER REEFS AT RISK WORLDWIDE!
Oysters play a critical role in maintaining coastal biodiversity and fisheries
productivity. They form complex three dimentional habitats that protect
juvenile fish and crustaceans from predators and provide important water
filtration functions. It is estimated that over 99% of oyster reefs have
been lost from the east coast of Australia. The degraded populations that
remain are increasingly threatened by declining water quality and disease.
Centuries of exploitation have modified the genetic structure of wild
oyster populations because the largest individuals have been preferentially
harvested. Fast growing oysters are the most likely to carry genes associated
with resilience to environmental changes as research has discovered that
the genes associated with fast growth also are involved with the functions
related to stress resistance.
The team, led by Professor David Raftos and Associate Professor Melanie
Bishop, is making some remarkable discoveries. Via SIMS’ World
Harbour Project, SIMS is now collaborating with the Smithsonian
Research Institute in USA to take this research worldwide.
David Raftos setting up an experiment at the Smithsonian
Environmental Research Centre in Maryland USA. Photo: David Raftos

SIMS RESEARCH
Efforts to restore oyster populations have traditionally strived
to maintain the local genetic provenance of populations.
This however, ignores the logic that a lack of adaptive
capacity in the genetic structure of the original populations
probably contributed to their decline in the face of
environmental change.
SIMS’ research uses the Sydney rock oyster which once
formed extensive oyster beds along Australia’s east coast but
is now reduced to small patches in mangroves, on rocky
shores and on artificial substrates. The research is significant
as Sydney rock oyster farming is the most valuable
aquaculture industry in NSW and produces approximately
half of the oysters sold for food in Australia.
For most of its 130 year history, Sydney rock oyster farming
has relied on collecting juvenile oysters (spat) from the wild.
However, problems with ‘time-to market” and production
losses from infectious diseases has meant that the industry
is increasingly using hatchery-reared spat that have been
selectively bred for fast growth and resistance to disease and
environmental change. Selectively bred oysters now make
up approximately half of the oysters farmed in some NSW
estuaries.
SIMS’ research is testing the hypothesis that by introducing
selectively bred oysters that are more resistant to disease
and environmental change into wild oyster populations, the
result will be that the genetic traits of the selectively bred
oysters will be transferred to the wild oysters. If this is true
for oysters, it is likely to be true also for other farmed marine
creatures such as abalone and prawns - an exciting prospect!
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Sydney Harbour shoreline as it used to be. Photo: Charlie Shuetrim

ECOLOGICALLY ENGINEERING SEAWALLS
50% of the shoreline of Sydney Harbour has artificial structures
such as seawalls. These result in significant impacts to the ecosystem
functioning. A new project has commenced at SIMS, aiming to
ecologically design seawalls to restore local biodiversity, focusing on
manipulations of habitat-forming species that maintain fundamental
ecosystem functions and the physical design and construction of
seawalls.
To enhance the native diversity and promote the growth of important
habitat-forming species on artificial structures, researchers will
transplant the kelp Ecklonia radiata to the subtidal areas of seawalls
in Balmain and other selected sites in Sydney Harbour. They will also
transplant native Sydney rock oysters on the intertidal section of these
seawalls. To test the effects of modification of the physical structure
of the seawalls on biodiversity, they will increase the complexity of
the seawalls by creating crevices and pits, which mimic some of the
micro-habitats existent on natural reefs.
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Education
Monthly on-line seminars are planned to commence in the
near future, hosted by our partner at ‘Campus do Mar’ in Vigo,
Spain, an international campus of excellence in marine science.
Another exciting possibility is to bring the New York billion oyster
project to Sydney. This is a large project engaging with high
school students in New York, to restore the oyster population in
New York Harbour. Check it out at www.billionoysterproject.org
The World Harbour Project (WHP), initiated by SIMS in November
2014, is developing rapidly. A WHP workshop was held in
Manchester, UK, in August 2015. New partners represented
included Dublin, Galway, Plymouth, Bremen, Boston and Croatia.
Not yet one year old, WHP is resulting in excellent opportunities
for collaboration by bringing together large numbers of
researchers all working on similar problems. Details of a few
projects are set out below.
Water and sediment quality
SIMS’ team will use hydrodynamic modelling to look at how
structural modifications within harbours impact on water
quality. This project fits well with Asian partners that have
significant modifications such as Jakarta where there are plans
to build a large seawall. Microbial communities in contaminated
and uncontaminated sediments also will be examined.

Eco-engineering
A number of our WHP partners have joined the eco-engineering
research. In Sydney this is based on work at Balmain and other
harbour sites as described on the previous page. The work is
seasonal so southern hemisphere partners now include Auckland
and Rio de Janiero. Northern hemisphere partners include
Dublin, Plymouth, Ravenna, Hong Kong and Singapore. The
objective is to assess the efficacy of enhancing native biodiversity
on artificial structures such as vertical seawalls. This will be
done by increasing the complexity of the seawalls and seeding
these walls with local bi-valves (mussels or oysters). A specialist
concrete company is supplying textured tiles that will be fixed
to the walls to mimic the original rocky reefs.

Right: Image of the textured tile. The bivalves are glued to the tile, half
on the ridges and half in the crevices. The normal zone of the bivalve
(either lower intertidal or subtidal) determines where the tiles are placed
on the seawalls.
Below: Attendees at the Manchester workshop

SIMS’ DISCOVERY CENTRE NOW OPEN & WELCOMING VISITORS OF ALL AGES
The historic sandstone mine labs on the foreshore of Chowder Bay are the perfect backdrop for the new SIMS Discovery Centre. The
historic rooms have been fitted out with a series of beautiful displays that showcase what SIMS is all about – research of the marine,
coastal and estuarine environment. Explore physical models, modern touch screens, and a fabulous 3D virtual dive that allows you to
delve deeper into the world of marine science. We are looking forward to seeing you in the centre soon!
The Discovery Centre will be open to the public every second Sunday of the month from 10.00am until 2.00pm, commencing in
October 2015. Bookings are essential and can be made through sims@sims.org.au Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for children.
Group bookings are also available and can be organised by contacting sims@sims.org.au
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MAJOR SUPPORTERS OF
SIMS & SIMS FOUNDATION

FOUNDING PARTNERS OF
SIMS FOUNDATION

Trustee of SIMS Foundation
SIMS Foundation Limited
Directors
Charlie Shuetrim AM, Chair
Brian Greig
Dr. John Keniry AM
Kim McKay AO
Heather Power
Tracey Steggall
Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
Auditors
Duncan Dovico
SIMS’ Patron
Robyn Williams AM
SIMS’ Ambassadors
Valerie Taylor AM
Adam Spencer

CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au

TO MAKE A DONATION:
Go to www.sims.org.au
and follow the prompts or
contact us directly at
foundation@sims.org.au.

FOUNDING SHAREHOLDERS OF SIMS
HARDING MILLER
FOUNDATION
the
foundation
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